WEDDING DECOR IDEAS

2023
UPLIGHTING
PEAK EVENT SERVICES

Tabletop
- Chargers
- Glassware
- Napkins
- Votives

Accessories
- Marquee Lighting
- Hedge Wall
- Champagne Hedge Wall

Lounge Furniture

[Images of lounge furniture and decor]
CARTS
Champagne Cart
Camila Beverage Cart
White Candy Cart

ARCHES
Ripple Collection
White Veil Roman Arch
Natural Ripple Backdrop

NEON SIGNS
"Till Death"
"Mr. and Mrs."

SHELVES/WALLS
Rectangle Shelf
Hook Wall For Escort Cards
THE KATELYN BACKDROP

CHAMPAGNE WALL // The Katelyn Backdrop is 6' wide x 6'3" high, made of solid wood slatlep and can hold 40 glasses per panel. Backdrop panels can be layered in 4" wide pieces to create a 4', 8', 12' or 16' wall for up to 200 glasses or more.

THE BRENDAN BACKDROP

BEER MUG HOOK WALL // The Brendan Backdrop is a 12" wide, barn-wood style wall with hooks for up to 53 beer or coffee mugs. (80 with signage)

Note: Wall can be broken into 4', 8', 12' or 16' widths. Hooks can be used for other purposes, such as hanging escort tags or favors, etc.

4' wide, 8' wide, 12' wide and 16' widths available for up to 100 hooks.

THE TOMMY BACKDROP

DONUT WALL BACKDROP // The Tommy Backdrop is a tabletop, 40" x 40" peg wall, that can sit on any surface. Holds up to 30 donuts and can be refilled as it gets emptied by guests.

LED NEON SIGNAGE

Custom LED neon signage can be placed and applied to any backdrop such as acrylic or wood. Our expert team does custom designs and delivers your custom LED signage for you.

Custom Fonts
Custom Dimensional Lettering
Up to 42" Wide with LED neon
Applied to acrylic backer
Corner Holes for Hanging
Standard Plug
BOSTON'S #1 MARQUEE VENDOR
3 foot Marquee Letters
4 foot Marquee Numbers